Thursday, May 25, 2017

Session XII: Dark Matter II

Chair: Can Kilic

08:30 – 09:00  Adam Martin: Direct Detection - Models with Distinctive Direct Detection Signatures
09:00 – 09:30  Peter Sorensen: Direct Detection - Experimental Update
09:30 – 10:00  JJ Cherry: 3.5 keV X-ray Anomaly
10:00 – 10:30  Michele Cicoli: String Inflation, DR, Non-thermal DM

10:30 – 10:50  Coffee Break

Session XIII: Dark Matter III

Chair: Louis Strigari

10:50 – 11:20  Peisi Huang: Dark Matter Phenomenology
11:20 – 11:50  Sherry Suyu: Lensing
11:50 – 12:20  Kevork Abazajian: Galactic Center Excess

12:20 – 01:20  Lunch Break, Room: Nueces B

Session XIV: Dark Matter IV

Chair: Michele Cicoli

01:20 – 01:50  Robert Webb: LUX/LZ
01:50 – 02:20  Changbo Fu: PANDAX
02:20 – 02:50  Rakshya Khatiwada: ADMX
02:50 – 03:20  Andrew Kubik: SuperCDMS at SNOLAB

03:20 – 03:40  Coffee Break

Session XV: Neutrinos II

Chair: David Tedeschi

03:40 – 04:10  Pierce Weatherly: SuperK
04:10 – 04:40  Michel Gonin: T2K
04:40 – 05:10  Juan Estrada: CONNIE

06:00 – 09:00  Conference Banquet, TAMU-CC Campus, University Center, Anchor Ballroom
              The buses will be leaving from Omni Hotel at 05:30 PM